The tensile test specimen, whose geometry and dimensions are shown in Fig. 2 , were fabricated from the same billets of hot-pressed silicon nitride. This type of specimen, where the elonga tion of gauge length between two arms was measured by optical extensometer (Zimmer OHG, Model 4100) through the silica glass windows mounted at both sides of furnace, was often used by several researchers so far,24),25) and the method of elongation measurements here was similar to them. The detailed tensile testing method was previously described. 26) Both tests were carried out in air atmosphere. Nevertheless, they are expedient be cause the bridging stress at crack interface can be estimated from the increment of fracture resistan ce, by assuming appropriate stress distribution as shown in the following section. 3.4 Bridging stress distribution in grain bridging zone The bridging stress (or traction) at the crack interface in the grain bridging zone can be estimated from R-curves. The stress value can be simply defined when uniform bridging stress distribution in grain bridging zone is presumed as follows (Fig. 9, A Fig. 12 . In Fig. 14 , the maxima of bridging stresses were made to coincide with tensile strength at 0. 02mm/min. Note the D-rate de pendences of bridging stress and tensile strength in the rate range below them; they both similarly decrease with decreasing D-rate, and then enter the region of less dependence on rate. 
Conclusions
Chevron notch bend test of hot-pressed silicon nitride at high temperatures above 1000•Ž demon strated that the characteristics concerning fracture resistance were largely dependent on D-rate ; at a certain D-rate (0.001mm/min in this study) effective fracture energy took the maximum value and R-curve showed the strongest rising be havior. It was assumed that an increase in fracture resistance and a strong R-curve behavior were attributed to activated pulling out works of grains, which were heavily affected by a rate sensitive grain boundary shear stress . The bridg ing stress at crack interface, which was estimated from the increment of fracture resistance with crack extension, exhibited the D-rate dependence very similar to that of effective fracture energy . The maximum bridging stress was supposed corresponding to a tensile strength showing stress drop in its S-D curve, from an appearance of SCG wake region, In D-rate range below the rates giving this correspondence, tensile strength and bridging stress presented the similar D-rate de pendence. The bridging stress corresponded to a fairly large part of the tensile strength , and it was implied that, in high temperature tensile test , the bridging of silicon nitride elongated grains should make a great contribution for bearing an applied tensile stress during slow crack growth .
